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Abstract. Molecular communication is a promising technique for microchannel systems. In this paper, various microchannel molecular
communication schemes are simulated and analyzed using information
theory, including molecular motors and Brownian motion with drift. Results suggest Brownian motion with drift can deliver excellent performance, depending on the drift velocity.
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1

Introduction

Molecular communication [1] is a new ﬁeld of communication where instead of
electric currents or electromagnetic waves, patterns of molecules are used to
transfer information from a source (transmitter) to a destination (receiver). In
this paper, we consider propagation media that are conﬁned ﬂuid environments
with small dimensions in the order of micrometers, known as a microchannel.
Molecular communication is a promising technology for passing control and information messages in microchannel and lab-on-chip systems [2].
In this paper we focus on the communication-theoretic and informationtheoretic aspects of molecular communication. Notable works in this direction
include a general formulation of molecular communication as a timing channel under Brownian motion [3,4], an analysis of information transfer rates using molecular motors[5,6], mathematical channel models for continuous diﬀusion
[7], and a simple model comparing the achievable information rates of passive
transport using Brownian motion to that of active transport using microtubule
ﬁlaments moving over a molecular motor track [8].
Our main contribution in this paper is to compare the mutual information
of molecular communication systems in microchannels. Mutual information is
a key parameter of a communication system, as it is the highest rate at which
information can be reliably transmitted [9]. This paper extends our previous
work in [8], with the following two novel aspects. Firstly, and more importantly,
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we focus primarily on active forms of propagation in this paper: molecular motors (which convert chemical energy directly into kinetic energy), and Brownian
motion with positive drift (which requires an external driving force to maintain
the average motion of the ﬂuid medium). Drift was not considered in our previous work. Secondly, our analysis in this paper uses much more sophisticated
propagation models than that in our previous work. In particular, for Brownian
motion, this paper simulates three-dimensional motion (versus two-dimensional
motion in [8]), and for molecular motors, we use a more realistic model for vesicle
loading of microtubules. Thus, our results move closer to a complete quantitative
analysis of the microchannel molecular communication system.

2

Simulation Environment and Models

Our simulation environment is similar to the one in [8,10]. We use a rectangular
propagation environment (with rounded corners), consisting of a strip loading
zone and an unloading zone. Regardless of the propagation model, messagebearing vesicles originate at the loading zone, and propagate until they arrive
at the unloading zone. If passive transport is used, information carrying vesicles
follow a Brownian motion path from the loading zone to the unloading zone. If
active transport is employed, mictotubule ﬁlaments moving over molecular motor
tracks that cover the whole environment, pick up and transport the information
carrying vesicles from the loading zone to the unloading zone. The reader is
referred to [10] for detailed explanation of this process.
For Brownian motion, we perform a three-dimensional discrete-time simulation of information carrying vesicles, based on a simulation scheme from [11].
Given some initial position (x0 , y0 , z0 ) at time t = 0, for any integer k > 0,
the motion of the vesicle is given by the sequence of coordinates (xi , yi , zi ) for
i = 1, 2, . . . , k. Each coordinate (xi , yi , zi ) represents the position of the particle
at the end of time t = iΔt, where
xi = xi−1 + vfx Δt + Δr cos θi cos φi ,
yi = yi−1 + vfy Δt + Δr sin θi cos φi ,

(1)
(2)

zi = zi−1 + vfz Δt + Δr sin φi ,

(3)

where vfx , vfy , and vfz are ﬂow velocity components in the x, y, and z direction.
Further, over each time interval of Δt, the molecule’s displacement Δr is given
by
√
(4)
Δr = 4DΔt,
where D is the free diﬀusion coeﬃcient. For a given molecule and ﬂuid propagation environment, D is given by
D=

kB T
,
6πηRH

(5)

where kB = 1.38 · 10−23 J/K is the Boltzman constant, T is the temperature
(in K), η is the dynamic viscosity of the ﬂuid, and RH is the hydraulic radius
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of the molecule. We assume that D is the same throughout the medium, and
that collisions with the boundaries are elastic. In [11], values of D ranging from
1-10 μm2 /s were considered realistic for signalling molecules. The angle, θi is
an independent, identically distributed (iid) random variable for all i, uniformly
distributed on [0, 2π). The angle φi is also a iid random variable, uniformly
distributed on [−π/2, π/2). Figure 1 shows a sample simulation run.
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Fig. 1. A sample Brownian movement of a vesicle in three dimensions

For molecular motors, as in [10], we assume that the microchannel is lined
with static kinesin motors, and that these motors cause microtubule ﬁlaments to
propagate along their surface. The motion of the microtubule is largely regular,
although the eﬀects of Brownian motion cause random ﬂuctuations. We use a
simulation scheme from [12], noting that microtubules stick to the motor-lined
surface, so a two-dimensional discrete-time simulation is suﬃcient. In this case,
xi = xi−1 + Δr cos θi ,

(6)

yi = yi−1 + Δr sin θi .

(7)

In this case, the step size Δr is an iid Gaussian random variable with mean
vavg Δt and variance 2DΔt, where vavg is the average velocity of the microtubule, and D is the microtubule’s diﬀusion coeﬃcient. The angle θi is no longer
independent from step to step: instead, for some step-to-step angular change Δθ,
we have that
(8)
θi = Δθ + θi−1 .
Now, for each step, Δθ is an iid Gaussian-distributed random variable with mean
E[Δθ] = 0 and variance Var[Δθ] = vavg Δt/Lp , where Lp is the persistence length
of the microtubule’s trajectory. In [12], these values were given as vavg = 0.85
μm/s, D = 2.0 · 10−3 μm2 /s, and Lp = 111 μm. Following [12], in case of a
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collision with a boundary, we assume that the microtubule sets θi so as to follow
the boundary.
The loading and unloading mechanics are assumed to be the same as those
proposed in [10]. Initialization, loading, and unloading have certain diﬀerences
between Brownian motion and the molecular motors. We brieﬂy outline the
diﬀerences.
For Brownian motion, the vesicles start randomly and uniformly on the (x, y)
plane of the loading zone, but z is set to the maximum vertical height (i.e., the
molecule is “dropped” onto the microchannel). Furthermore, the vesicles start
moving in Brownian motion as soon as they appear in the microchannel, so there
is no need for loading. The propagation halts (“unloading”) as soon as the vesicle
arrives at the unloading zone.
For molecular motors, the vesicles are attached to the loading zone and do not
move until they are picked up by a microtubule ﬁlament. The starting location
of the microtubule is assumed to be random and uniformly distributed across
the entire propagation area. Moreover, the initial directional angle θ0 is selected
uniformly at random from the range [0, 2π], and microtubules are assumed to
be initially unloaded.
In order to capture the loading eﬀect of active transport, in our simulations
we divide the loading zone into a square grid, where the length of each square
in the grid is the same as the diameter of the vesicles. We then distribute vesicle
randomly and uniformly between the squares in the grid. If a microtubule enters
a square which is occupied by a vesicle, we assume the microtubule loads that
vesicle given it has an empty loading slot available. In general, we assume that
the microtubules can load multiple vesicle and the maximum number of vesicles
a microtubule can load is given by half of its length divided by the diameter
of the vesicles. For unloading we assume all the loaded vesicles are unloaded
as soon as a microtubule enters the unloading zone. Figure 2 shows a sample
trajectory with the loading and unloading mechanism.

Fig. 2. A sample trajectory of active transport. The microtubule initially starts to the
right of the unloading zone (box on the right side of the microchannel), and moves to
the left (red trajectory). It passes through the loading zone (grid with empty yellow
tiles and vesicle-bearing blue tiles) without encountering a vesicle, then passes through
again, loading a vesicle. The loaded microtubule (green trajectory) then travels toward
the unloading zone, where the trajectory terminates.
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Simulation Results

We consider a microchannel with a width of 20μm, a length of 60μm, and height
of 10 μm, as shown in the ﬁgure. The width of the loading strip and the unloading
strip are assumed to be 5μm each. The diameter of the information carrying
vesicles are assumed to 1μm and as the results the loading strip is divided into
squares of 1μm length forming a grid over the loading zone. In case of the
Brownian motion, the hight of the unloading zone is assumed to be 23nm since
an unloading mechanism based on ssDNAs is considered.
Throughout our simulations, we use Δt = 0.1s. For Brownian motion, that
the x axis is along the length of the microchannel, we set vy = vz = 0, and use
various values of vx . either vx = 0.3 μm/s, or zero (for comparison); we also

Simulation duration of 16.67 minutes
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Fig. 3. Mutual information versus maximum number of vesicles at loading zone for
time duration of 1000 seconds (16m 40s). Abbreviations in the legend: Microtubule
(MT); Brownian motion (BM); Brownian motion with ﬂow (BM Flow, at the given
velocity).
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use D = 1 μm2 /s. For molecular motors, we consider only a single microtubule
(which may transport up to ﬁve vesicles at once), using the parameters given in
Section 2. Performance should improve as the number of microtubules increases.
We use the Blahut-Arimoto algorithm to optimize the input distribution of
vesicles, which is upper bounded by the parameter Xmax . Figure 3 shows the
mutual information versus maximum number of vesicles at the loading zone for
time duration of 1000 seconds. As we can see introducing a small ﬂow increases
the information rate of Brownian motion signiﬁcantly. However, for higher values
of ﬂow (e.g., vx = 0.3), performance declines; given our setup, this is because
the vesicle speeds past the unloading zone. Overall Brownian motion with ﬂow
achieves a much higher information rate than both simple Brownian motion and
active transport using a single microtubule.
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